Message of MCTaaS Chairs and PC co-Chairs

It is our pleasure to welcome all the participants to the First International Workshop on Mobile Cloud TaaS (MCTaaS 2015).

This workshop comes from a common will of bringing researchers on mobile cloud TaaS to gather and share their respective work on new testing models, methods and architectures for mobile cloud applications.

Mobile applications are expected to run on diverse devices, platforms and mobile browsers. This imposes high demands and constraints on the quality of these applications. Today, cloud and mobile computing technologies offer new opportunities for providing cloud and mobile testing-as-a-service (TaaS) and this emerging topic raises many new issues that have to be solved.

We hope that the proposed program for the First MCTaaS will be interesting and thought-provoking and that this first edition of the MCTaaS workshop will be followed by many others as this topic will gain more and more interest from academia and industry.
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